
KB MIXERS 
SOLUTIONS FOR THE NUCLEAR WASTE INDUSTRY 
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The nuclear waste disposal industry is more than a niche sector, it’s an 
industry unto itself.

Mixers used to condition highly hazardous and potentially lethal sludges 
are operated remotely, must envisage all possible safety systems, must 
be built to strict, stringent standards and are sized for worst-case sce-
narios.

Starting from our standard KBC range of ploughshare mixers, we devel-
op highly customized units (custom length and diameter, custom inlet 
lids with ports and pipes made to customer drawing, custom outlets). 
Blade-type tools, low rpm, chain drive (quickly and easily removable) 
are a few of the features of this unit, along with a completely redesigned 
mixing drum and inlet lid.

The benefits of this unit are a completely customized shape and size 
of mixing drum to fit the extremely stringent requirements of the ap-
plication, a made-to-drawing inlet lid (for a perfect interface with the 
rest of the plant), certified welds with Non-Destructive-Tests (magnetic 
type) performed on all structural and containment welded seams, certi-
fied materials for all steel parts, extra safety features (e.g. a mechanical 
lock on the outlet operating shaft), custom-made feet and lifting eyes, to 
name but a few.

We, at MC2, specialize in solving your mixing and processing 
problems, whatever the constraints and requirements may be. 
Our KBC mixers are always the ideal solution for your nuclear 
waste disposal processes, whenever both mixing and condition-
ing operations are involved.

KB mixers: the ultimate mixing solution!

Customized solutions for the nuclear waste industry

Model Max.
volume

Max.
weight * Power (kW)

KBC 750 490 l. 950 kg 18.5

Customized units

* considering an average bulk density of 1.9 kg/dm3


